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This book explores psychoanalytic faith and, more generally, the role of
faith in the therapeutic process. In his earlier work, Eigen distinguished
faith from beliefs used to organize it, the latter at once bringing people
together and creating violent oppositions - belief as a defense against
faith. In this new work, Eigen dives into faith experience itself and
shares what he finds. Faith spans many dimensions. The opening
chapters focus on variations of faith, beginning with nature, sleep,
beauty, goodness, the opening-closing of the human face, and the
paradox of the growth of faith through pain and shattering. Accounts
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of faith in the author's life lead to creative readings of Winnicott
followed by meditations on evil. A chapter is devoted to teaching and
learning Bion, who called faith the psychoanalytic attitude (or called the
psychoanalytic attitude Faith) Another chapter discusses variants of
everyday mystical participation and a climactic moment in the Zohar, a
principal part of the Kabbalah.


